Main Tiki yearly online meetup event where users, Community members and coders unite together to discuss the future of Tiki and participate in coding sessions just before releasing Tiki 23.0.

Learn what's new, what technologies are going to be added or removed, share your questions and experiences, and meet with the people behind the wiki based Tiki — the Website and Knowledge base generator that empowers users by connecting Data and Wiki.

Due to health and travel regulations during the Covid-19 pandemic, we decided that the 2021 TikiFest will be again a virtual one. This TikiFest will be split into two events:

- Discussions about the future of Tiki, related topics, and coding sessions (described below) — June 2 to 5, 2021
- Demos and workshops — TikiFest Virtual 2021 Summer Workshops (indefinitely postponed)

Coordinating with users in several timezones we prepared a planning of events accessible to all. A tracker and the tracker calendar plugin are being used for the planning and display of the program.

The last session of the June event will, we hope, be a kind of conclusion (completing committing, documentation, and eventually planning other steps) . . . and the virtual farewell toast and beer meeting.

Who

1.1.1. Organizers (for topic facilitator check below)

- Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (coordinator)
- Jean-Marc Libs
- Jonny Bradley
- Fabio Montefuscolo
- luciash d' being ❏
- Gary Cunningham-Lee
- ...

- Add yourself by writing your username one line above.

1.1.2. People Confirmed

- Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist
- William Bliss
1.1.3. People Interested

- Fabio Montefuscolo
- Torsten Fabricius
- Vincent Bénatier
- Niel Hirjee
- Xavier de Pedro
- Michael Menz.imbeault
- Abdul Iman.ghani
- ...

Add yourself by writing your username one line above.

1.1.4. People invited

- Katarina Kleinert
- ...

1.2. Where

Meet us via BigBlueButton here.

1.3. When

From Wednesday, June 2, 2021 to Saturday, June 5, 2021

Starting on Wednesday at 12:00 UTC

Useful tools to check your timezone:
Scheduling Topics (Event Program)

*Details can be found by clicking on an event. Changes still may occur, please recheck a few days before an event. The times in the calendar below appear already converted to your local time zone (depending on your browser and system settings).*

*Times are displayed in your local timezone. See: Meetings planner to check your time.*

Audience: • All • Coders • Users

Session recordings

• TikiFest Virtual Day 1
• TikiFest Virtual Day 2

1.3.1. Related Pages

TikiFest Virtual 2021 Summer Workshops

1.3.2. Recent Past Events

• TikiFestFosdem2020
• TikiFestVirtual2020
• TikiFestFosdem2019
• TikiFestMacau2019
• TikiFest2018 Montreal
• TikiFestStrasbourg2018

Alias

• VirtualTikiFest2021
• TikiFest2021
• Global TikiFest 2021